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Abstract
Trusted execution environments, such as Intel SGX, allow executing enclaves shielded from the rest of the system. This fosters new application scenarios not only in cloud settings but also for securing various types of end-user applications. However, with these technologies new threats emerged. Due to the strong isolation guarantees of SGX, enclaves can effectively hide malicious payload from antivirus software. Were these scenarios already outlined years ago, we are evidencing functional attacks in the recent past. Unfortunately, no reasonable defense against enclave malware has been proposed.

In this work, we present the first practical defense mechanism protecting against various types of enclave misbehavior. By studying known and future attack vectors we identified the root cause for the enclave malware threat as a too permissive host interface for SGX enclaves, leading to a dangerous asymmetry between enclaves and applications. To overcome this asymmetry, we design SGXJail, an enclave compartmentalization mechanism making use of flexible memory access policies. SGXJail effectively defeats a wide range of enclave malware threats while at the same time being compatible with existing enclave infrastructure. Our proof-of-concept software implementation confirms the efficiency of SGXJail on commodity systems. We furthermore present slight extensions to the SGX specification, which allow for even more efficient enclave compartmentalization by leveraging Intel memory protection keys. Apart from defeating enclave malware, SGXJail enables new use cases beyond the original SGX threat model. We envision SGXJail not only for site isolation in modern browsers, i.e., confining different browser tabs but also for third-party plugin or library management.

1 Introduction
Isolation is an essential element of modern computer systems. Traditionally, the operating system was responsible for isolating processes. With the emergence of various novel use cases, further isolation became necessary. For instance, executing untrusted JavaScript code demands isolation from the browser via sandboxing. Also, mutually untrusted services in the cloud, e.g., from different tenants, run in different containers or virtual machines. In any case, it is still necessary to trust system administrators, operating systems, and hypervisors.

Intel addressed this problem with SGX. Intel SGX can be used to isolate software modules via hardware protected enclaves from a compromised or malicious administrator, operating system, or hypervisor. The trust anchor in SGX is only the processor. Even if any other system part is manipulated or compromised, SGX maintains its security guarantees. This enables new use cases, such as trusted cloud computing, where tenants do not only distrust the other tenants, but also the cloud provider and its hardware and software infrastructure [3, 17, 50]. A similar distrust also exists when protecting copyrighted material [2] or cryptographic or security-critical secrets [30, 35, 42] on a compromised user PC or server.

While isolation techniques such as SGX can be an excellent tool for security, they can also be misused for hiding malicious activity inside an enclave. In the recent past, we have seen not only enclave malware exploiting side channels [54] but also enclave ransomware and shellcode [38], however, with the help of a colluding host application. Recent research showed that enclaves can effectively hijack and impersonate any benign host application [53], opening up enclaves for various types of userspace malware. This confirms what researchers already suspected years ago [13, 16, 48]. Having witnessed first proof-of-concept attacks [38, 53], we can expect that more sophisticated and real-world attacks will appear in the future. Hence, it is necessary to providently explore the defense space, before real-world attacks are discovered.

Unfortunately, little is known about how to address this emerging threat properly. While conventional programs can be scanned for misbehavior by anti-virus technology, SGX is a complete game changer when it comes to enclave analysis. On the one hand, SGX prevents runtime inspection of enclaves. On the other hand, SGX allows lazy loading of malicious enclave content at runtime. Thus, malware infection can be completely decoupled from enclave distribution and installation, which renders all static analysis techniques on
the enclave void. In other words, SGX is a viable alternative to malware obfuscation and analysis evasion techniques. If Intel chose to allow certified anti-virus software to inspect enclaves, this would undermine essential security guarantees and is in fundamental conflict with the very goal SGX has [48]. Others proposed to detect enclave malware via their I/O behavior [13, 16], which is prone to both false positives and false negatives. Moreover, tracing and analyzing all enclave I/O behavior is believed infeasible in practice [38]. Others proposed to embed malware analysis code within the enclave itself, which raises several questions regarding its practicality [13]. Consequently, 

"[...] the release and adoption of SGX-protected enclaves is likely to require a completely new approach to protecting our machines from the very malware SGX was designed to prevent." [16]

So far, no practical defense against enclave malware exists. In this work, we propose the first practical defense mechanism against enclave malware. To do so, we analyze enclave primitives and their resulting attack vectors and identify the root cause for the enclave malware threat as a too permissive feature set available to enclaves, forcing applications to trust any enclaves they host blindly. Consequently, a proper defense mechanism should give applications means to confine enclave operation to a clearly specified interface. To that end, we propose SGXJail, a lightweight yet effective measure to establish mutual distrust between enclaves and its host application. SGXJail does so by confining enclave operation to a clearly defined set of memory pages. This mitigates entire classes of runtime attacks (ROP, JOP, DOP, etc.) from the enclave to the host and enables reasoning about enclave misbehavior purely based on the legitimate communication interface. We instantiate SGXJail using process sandboxing and syscall filters and demonstrate its efficiency. Furthermore, we propose HSGXJail, a minimal hardware extension to the SGX specification making use of Intel memory protection keys to confine enclave execution, which is even more efficient. (H)SGXJail is opt-in, works on unmodified enclaves and can be easily integrated with the SGX software development kit\(^1\).

With SGXJail, we expand possible SGX use cases beyond isolated execution. We envision modern software which is additionally hardened using SGXJail against potentially malicious or misbehaving third-party code. This is, for example, vital for all software enabling third-party plugins and add-ons, such as browsers, mail clients, or password managers.

**Contributions.** We summarize our contributions as follows.
1. We systematically break down the enclave malware threat and identify a number of enclave malware primitives.
2. We devise SGXJail, the first practical defense against enclave malware.
3. We implement and evaluate SGXJail in software.
4. We propose highly efficient HSGXJail via minimal hardware changes.

\(^1\)The code is available at https://github.com/IAIK/sgxjail
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**Figure 1:** SGX enclaves are tightly integrated in a host application. The application can invoke the enclave via ECALLs while the enclave can perform OCALLs. Enclaves can only be entered via the \texttt{EENTER} instruction at certain call gates (CG) and can only be left via \texttt{EEXIT}.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background information. Section 3 describes the threat model. Section 4 analyzes various enclave primitives and attack vectors. Section 5 presents (H)SGXJail. Section 6 discusses related work. We summarize our discussion of enclave malware in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

## 2 Background

In this section, we provide background on Intel SGX as well as runtime attacks.

### 2.1 Intel SGX

Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) are an instruction-set extension introduced with the Skylake microarchitecture [26]. SGX allows creating so-called *enclaves* running trusted code isolated from the remaining system.

Enclaves are hosted by an ordinary application process. Although the enclave and the host application reside in the same virtual address space, the address range of the enclave is inaccessible to the host application. Only the enclave itself can access its memory while the hardware prevents any other access to enclave memory. However, the enclave can access the entire virtual address space of the host application, allowing to share data between the enclave and the host application. This asymmetry in access permissions fits the original threat model of SGX but gives rise to enclave malware.

The host application is responsible for loading the enclave into the current address space and providing an interface through which the enclave communicates with the outer world. The CPU measures the loading process to ensure the integrity of the loaded enclave. The enclave is only executed if the resulting measurement matches a developer-specified value.

Figure 1 shows the process of invoking an enclave. The enclave defines secure functions denoted as ECALLs, which the application can call with the \texttt{EENTER} instruction. Call gates (CG) restrict enclave invocation to valid entry points.
Enclaves can request OS services such as syscalls via so-called OCALLs. To leave the enclave, an enclave can issue the EEXIT instruction. Enclave developers need to specify the ECALL/OCALL interface via a so-called Enclave Definition Language (EDL). Each enclave is shipped with its own EDL file. An EDL file roughly contains function signatures of the enclave’s ECALLs and OCALLs, augmented with additional security attributes (e.g., in, out). Intel provides developers with an SDK [25] that automatically generates glue code from the EDL file with appropriate parameter validation and buffer copying inside the enclave.

SGX assumes that all non-enclave code (i.e., operating system and host application) is untrusted. SGX provides no means to protect applications from misbehaving enclaves. Instead, an enclave can access all application memory and divert control flow to arbitrary application code via EEXIT.

2.2 Runtime Attacks

While it is typically not possible to directly inject or modify code at runtime, e.g., via a buffer overflow, an attacker can often manipulate control data and thus change the control flow of an application. By overwriting a code pointer, an attacker can divert the control flow to existing code snippets, resulting in so-called control-flow hijacking attacks. One of the most generic and powerful attacks is return-oriented programming (ROP) [55] which overwrites return addresses to create arbitrary attack payloads. Similar attacks exist for overwriting function pointers [5, 9, 10, 18, 32, 51] or signal handlers [6].

Some widely deployed techniques against code-reuse attacks are address-space layout randomization (ASLR) [45], stack canaries [14, 46] and shadow stacks [12]. While stronger control-flow integrity (CFI) [1, 31] can eradicate control-flow attacks, they leave data-only attacks [8, 28] unaddressed.

3 Threat Model

In this section, we first outline various application scenarios of SGX and argue why the original SGX threat model does not properly address enclave misbehavior. We then present our extended SGX threat model addressing enclave malware.

Scenario A. In the near future, SGX technology will likely permeate consumer systems and create diverse and many-faceted trust relations. Multiple independent software vendors (ISV) can use SGX for mutually protecting their proprietary library code (e.g., multimedia codecs, classification algorithms) or sensitive customer data (e.g., user passwords, encryption keys or bitcoin wallets) inside third-party enclaves. Applications can embed such third-party enclaves to leverage their functionality.

In this scenario, an attacker develops innocent-looking enclave malware (e.g., disguised as browser plugins) and distributes it as a third-party enclave via existing software stores or repositories. A user installs those third-party enclaves alongside other applications. The attacker defers installation of malicious payload to runtime via a generic loader [48]. Hence, neither the maintainers of software repositories nor the user can detect this malware before it is actually triggered.

This might not only be invasive malware like ransomware, bots, or rootkits. A malicious enclave can also stealthily collect data about the user and host system without the user knowing, and with plausible deniability for the developer. An enclave developer can then monetize this data, e.g., by selling it to advertising agencies.

Scenario B. As more software is moved into enclaves, chances increase for exploitable vulnerabilities within enclave code. Enclaves are equipped with increasingly complex software, such as fully-fledged TLS stacks [24]. Thus, it is just a matter of time for bugs in the trusted code of enclaves, enabling well-known memory corruption attacks [56] inside enclaves. In fact, it has already been shown that enclaves are prone to such attacks [33, 52, 60]. This can be used to infiltrate trusted enclaves with a malicious payload.

A Holistic Threat Model. The original threat model of Intel SGX considers all non-enclave code as untrusted, including application code hosting enclaves (cf. Section 2). This model might be well-suited from an enclave’s perspective. However, it does not fit more advanced application scenarios outlined before, leaving applications completely unprotected against misbehaving third-party enclaves. This creates a dangerous asymmetry, as also outlined by Schwarz et al. [53].

In this work, we introduce a more holistic threat model which does not violate the original threat model of SGX but augments it to explicitly address misbehaving enclaves. We consider a commodity system running software from various independent software vendors. On the one hand, third-party library vendors protect their secret data (e.g., cryptographic keys or intellectual property) inside enclaves. On the other hand, application developers include third-party enclaves in their applications for implementing various tasks. However, they want some form of assurance that third-party enclaves are well-behaving, for the reasons outlined before. While from an enclave vendor’s perspective SGX provides strong protection against other enclaves as well as compromised systems, application developers have no means to assure themselves of proper behavior of (third-party) enclaves they use.

From a user’s perspective, the computer (including the operating system and certain applications) are trusted. A mechanism is needed to protect applications (and, subsequently the computer) from potential enclave misbehavior, even if such enclaves are fully controlled by a dedicated attacker (e.g., enclave malware). In particular, an application needs protection against any inspection or alteration of its state (memory, CPU registers) by enclaves, apart from what it is exposing to the enclave via the ECALL/OCALL interface. SGXJail does not prevent API attacks, exploiting too permissive OCALLs or badly designed interfaces (e.g., avoiding Iago attacks and confused deputy attacks), which is a separate, yet important
4 Analyzing the Enclave Malware Threat

In this section, we analyze enclave primitives leading to different attack vectors violating memory safety of the application. This helps us design a proper defense mechanism and solve the enclave malware threat at the level of memory safety, leaving only high-level API attacks as a resort for the attacker, as discussed at the end of this section.

4.1 Enclave Primitives

Intel SGX entrusts enclaves with powerful primitives leading to different attacks violating memory safety, as depicted in Table 1. We outline these primitives in the following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Arbitrary Read</th>
<th>Arbitrary Write</th>
<th>Arbitrary EEXIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information disclosure</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control-flow attacks</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-only attacks</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Enclave primitives leading to various attack vectors on the host application.

line of research, as we discuss later. Also, this work does not focus on microarchitectural side channels, although SGXJail prevents certain classes of side-channel attacks. Finally, the CPU hardware is considered trusted.

4.2 Attack Vectors

Given the above primitives, a malicious enclave can mount a broad range of attacks violating memory safety of the host application. In the following, we cluster them into information disclosure, control-flow attacks as well as data-only attacks and give representative examples of these attacks. A detailed overview of attacks violating memory safety was presented by Szekeres et al. [56].

4.2.1 Information disclosure

A malicious enclave can use the arbitrary read primitive to exfiltrate sensitive user data like cryptographic keys or passwords from the host application. Even if the application contains no such user secrets, an enclave can disclose other sensitive information, e.g., as used in various runtime protection mechanisms. For example, an enclave can derandomize application protection schemes like ASLR [45], stack canaries [14], code randomization [44] or randomization-based control-flow integrity schemes [31, 39]. The enclave can furthermore disclose the host application’s codebase and, subsequently, generate targeted exploitation payload like ROP chains on the fly. Thus, information disclosure is a powerful tool often used for subsequent exploitation.

4.2.2 Control-flow attacks

A malicious enclave can deliberately tamper with the application’s control flow in several ways. For example, it can directly corrupt code pointers, use rogue EEXITs and bypass various mitigation mechanisms.

**Code pointer corruption.** An enclave can manipulate an arbitrary code pointer of the host using the write primitive. This can be, e.g., return addresses on the stack or virtual function pointers on the heap. As soon as the application fetches a corrupted code pointer, execution is diverted to an attacker-chosen address. By carefully crafting a so-called ROP chain (cf. Section 2) and diverting execution to it, the attacker can gain arbitrary code execution with the privileges of the application, allowing to execute arbitrary syscalls in lieu of the application. To prepare a ROP chain, the enclave scans the host application for ROP gadgets using the arbitrary read primitive and writes the corresponding addresses on a fake stack using the arbitrary write primitive [53].

An enclave is by no means restricted to ROP attacks only. Similar to ROP, it can craft jump-oriented programming (JOP) attacks, loop-oriented programming (LOP) attacks, or call-oriented programming (COP) by overwriting indirect function pointers [5, 9, 10, 18, 32]. COOP attacks are also possible by overwriting virtual function pointers in C++ applications [51] or SROP attacks [6], faking a signal handler.

**Rogue EEXIT.** A malicious enclave can also mount control-flow attacks without corrupting a single code pointer. By using the arbitrary EEXIT primitive, the enclave can directly corrupt the CPU state. For example, it can manipulate the stack pointer register to point to an attacker-crafted ROP chain. By doing an EEXIT instruction towards an arbitrary ret instruction of the host, the enclave can immediately trigger the ROP chain, leading to the same implications as for ROP.
Bypassing Defenses. Several defense mechanisms seek to protect the application’s control flow. Stack canaries [14] protect against linear buffer overflows overwriting return addresses on the stack. ASLR [45] hides code addresses via randomization, while others randomize code itself [44], both making the generation of ROP gadgets hard. More elaborate mechanisms enforce control-flow integrity (CFI), arguably at different granularity. CPI [31] hides code pointers in a shadow stack while CCFI [39] encrypts code pointers. As these mechanisms rely on randomization, they can be easily broken by the enclave via information disclosure. If CFI metadata is involved, it can be easily corrupted using the write primitive. Stronger hardware-enforced CFI schemes like CET [27] are still unavailable on modern x86 CPUs, and it is unclear to what extent they consider rogue EEXIT attacks.

4.2.3 Data-only attacks

Apart from control-flow attacks, enclaves can corrupt application data other than code pointers or CFI metadata. For example, they can corrupt loop counters, function arguments or syscall arguments [8, 28] using the arbitrary read/write primitives. Typically, data-only attacks are much more restricted than control-flow attacks. For example, they can only reuse code reachable in the normal control flow. Yet, data-only attacks are agnostic to CFI protection schemes and can even achieve Turing-complete computation in many cases by chaining together valid execution paths [28].

4.3 API attacks

The previous attack vectors all violate memory safety of the application by reading, writing and executing application memory in an illegitimate way. It is clear that defeating these attacks is paramount to protecting an application from misbehaving enclaves. Only with such protections in place, it makes sense to reason about the application’s security on the API level. Obviously, SGXJail does not defend against too permissive OCALLs, e.g., giving an enclave the ability to access arbitrary files. Yet, we need to ask to what extent an enclave can attack its host application purely via the ECALL/OCALL interface, that is, without relying on the above SGX attack primitives. For example, an enclave can seek to attack the application by crafting invalid API calls or returning malformed data. For a successful attack, either the API itself needs to be flawed, or the underlying implementation misses important validation steps (e.g., confused deputy attacks [22] and Iago attacks [11]). Since such API-based attacks are highly application specific, they cannot be addressed by a generic defense mechanism anticipated in this work. We discuss proper mitigation strategies in Section 7. Also, we do not address misuse of computational power (e.g., for cryptocurrency mining).

5 SGXJail

In this section, we present SGXJail, a novel mechanism to protect host applications from untrusted (third-party) enclaves. SGXJail defeats entire classes of attacks by prohibiting enclave primitives outlined in Section 4 at the discretion of the host application. SGXJail can be implemented purely in user space and relies on process isolation and syscall filters, similar to other sandboxing techniques like Docker [40]. We evaluate SGXJail under different workloads to demonstrate its efficiency. Finally, we show how SGXJail can also be implemented via minimal changes to the SGX specifications and corresponding hardware, which we call HSGXJail.

5.1 SGXJail via Software Confinement

SGXJail defeats enclave malware by breaking all three enclave primitives described in Section 4.1. SGXJail does so by confining enclave operation to a strict set of memory pages.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic idea of SGXJail. To break the arbitrary read and write primitives, we rely on the operating system’s ability to isolate processes. Namely, we run potentially malicious or misbehaving enclaves in a separate sandbox process which does not have access to the host application’s memory. To still allow benign ECALL/OCALL interaction, we establish shared memory between the sandbox process and the host application to implement a form of inter-process communication.

Even with the above process isolation in place, a malicious enclave can perform an attack on the control flow of the sandbox process to issue arbitrary syscalls on behalf of the sandbox process. Such an attack can either be a rogue EEXIT attack, or a code-reuse attack (e.g., ROP) through manipulating the stack [53]. Breaking the primitives that allow an attacker to change the control flow is not trivial. EEXIT can jump to any executable page, and the target address cannot be restricted. Similarly, if the enclave overwrites the saved return address on the stack, the sandbox process cannot detect this modification. A possible—rather expensive solution—is to mark all executable pages of the sandbox process (except for trampoline code) as non-executable before entering the enclave. When leaving the enclave, the sandbox immediately traps to the kernel, which can then assess the legitimacy of the address at which the sandbox process should resume and remap the pages as executable. However, this requires frequent and expensive page remapping by updating a majority of the page tables of a process. Instead of trying to prevent an attack from hijacking the control flow in the sandbox process, we confine the damage of such a hijacked control flow. In particular, we restrict the syscall interface of the sandbox process by using seccomp syscall filters [36] to whitelist only abso-
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2This corresponds to the weaker randomization scheme since the stronger segment-based isolation is unavailable for 64-bit execution mode.

3Conforming with Intel’s and our extended SGX threat model, software-based side-channel attacks circumventing such isolation, e.g., Meltdown [37] or Rowhammer [29], are out of scope.
After the initialization, the application can issue ECALLs and OCALLs, which syscall filters are the appropriate choice. The third-party enclave is then loaded within this sandbox process for dispatching and redirecting ECALLs and OCALLs via shared memory. The application dispatcher finally performs the actual ECALL towards the enclave. Results are returned back to the application, again via message passing over shared memory. The application dispatcher finally copies ECALL results from the shared memory to application memory and hands over to the application. In the same way, OCALLs are routed from the sandbox process through the shared memory to the application host and vice versa. Upon termination of the application, the sandbox process is simply destroyed. Multiple enclaves are isolated via separate sandbox processes with individual shared memory segments.

**Compatibility.** SGXJail is a transparent enclave confinement mechanism. It does not require any changes to third-party enclaves themselves, i.e., it is binary-compatible with existing enclaves and their existing cryptographic signatures. Also, no enclave source code needs to be available. Instead, SGXJail is tightly integrated within the SGX SDK [25]. All glue code for dispatching and redirecting ECALLs and OCALLs via shared memory is automatically generated from an enclave’s EDL file [25] which needs to be shipped together alongside each pre-compiled third-party enclave. Also, code for instantiating the sandbox process, the shared memory and activating seccomp filters is provided by SGXJail. For SGXJail, only the untrusted application code has to be recompiled under the SGXJail toolchain.

The installation of seccomp filters is independent of the enclave itself. Since enclaves are not entitled to issue syscalls, the selection of proper syscall filters solely depends on SGXJail and does not affect compatibility with enclaves.

SGXJail enforces benign enclave communication to follow the ECALL/OCALL interface specified in the enclave’s EDL file. An enclave implementing other communication methods (e.g., by directly accessing host memory) breaks as soon as SGXJail is active. This is intentional, as enclave developers are strongly encouraged to clearly define the enclave’s API via ECALLs and OCALLs. In particular, SGXJail breaks unsafe usage of ECALLs and OCALLs where enclave and host application exchange and dereference raw, unchecked pointers rather than buffered data. For example, if one marks an ECALL function parameter with the so-called user_check attribute within the EDL file [25], the SDK passes this function parameter without further checking and copying into the enclave. A quick code inspection revealed usage of user_check in some Intel architectural enclaves and remote attestation code, all for performance reasons. They could be updated to avoid user_check at the cost of slight performance loss. To yet support user_check, one would need to manually share (i.e., map) host memory with the sandbox process to which an enclave shall have unrestricted access. Also, host application pointers passed to the enclave need to be translated to the sandbox process due to ASLR. SGXJail could provide simple helper functions for sharing host memory and translating pointers.

**5.2 Implementation Details**

For generating dispatcher code, we extend the edge8r tool [25] accordingly. The sandbox dispatchers are generated in the files Enclave_us.c|h, while the application dispatchers are located in Enclave_u.c|h. An enclave always copies arguments to enclave memory before processing it. Similarly, our dispatcher code copies arguments to application memory before invoking an OCALL. This prevents TOCTOU vulnerabilities such as double-fetch bugs [58] by design.

ECALLs and OCALLs are routed between application and sandbox process via two distinct shared memory regions, one for each direction. The dispatchers synchronize ECALL/OCALL interaction via shared semaphores. This has the advantage that processes (application and sandbox) are consuming no CPU time while waiting for the other communication partner. For receiving OCALLs, the application installs a separate listener thread that only gets active upon incoming OCALLs.
Selection of appropriate syscall filters is crucial for the security of SGXJail, as a malicious enclave can directly exploit a lax configuration (e.g., via rogue EEEXIT attacks). It is favorable to restrict both the number of syscalls as well as their complexity to reduce the attack surface given by the whitelisted syscalls. This also has an impact on the type of inter-process communication between sandbox and application process. By choosing shared memory as communication channel, we do not require any syscall for the actual communication, and only one syscall (futex) for synchronization. In summary, we configure seccomp [36] to only allow the syscalls futex necessary for semaphores as well as exit_group for terminating the sandbox process. Thus, the shared memory approach results in only one whitelisted syscall in addition to the required exit_group syscall. Unless the implementation of these two syscalls is buggy, they cannot cause a security violation when issued by a malicious enclave.

The SGX SDK passes OCALL function arguments from the enclave to the application via the application’s stack. The enclave knows the application’s stack location via the stack pointer (RSP register), which is preserved by the EENTER instruction. Hence, it can allocate a stack frame on the host stack via a function called sgx_ocalloc and store any outgoing OCALL arguments there. One can leverage this mechanism for reducing SGXJail overhead, as follows. Currently, when doing an OCALL, our sandbox dispatchers copy OCALL arguments from the sandbox to the shared memory. By modifying RSP immediately before an EENTER to point to the shared memory, one can instruct the enclave to write OCALL arguments directly to the shared memory instead of the sandbox application’s stack. When the enclave EEXITs, one can simply restore the original sandbox stack (namely, RSP).

In our current implementation, the size of the shared memory is hard-coded to three pages for each direction. For ECALL/OCALL arguments exceeding the shared memory, one can dynamically resize the shared memory on demand. Although multithreaded enclaves are currently not supported by our prototype implementation, support can be easily added. This is done by installing separate semaphores and shared buffers for all enclave threads, which are enumerated in a public enclave XML configuration file. Also, support for nested calls (OCALLs issuing ECALLs) can be added by adapting the synchronization mechanism appropriately.

An interesting question arises whether SGXJail should be integrated with the SGX SDK in a way that does not demand recompilation of the application. Thus, system administrators can globally enforce SGXJail by just installing corresponding shared libraries. Since the enclave’s EDL file is public anyway and will be distributed alongside third-party enclaves, the generation of dispatcher code is straightforward. Moreover, one would need to hook the enclave API of the unmodified application binary and inject dispatcher code, which can be done by preloading SGX SDK libraries (in particular, sgx_urts.so).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>ECALL</th>
<th>OCALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla</td>
<td>15 624 (± 301)</td>
<td>13 438 (± 1046)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGXJail</td>
<td>20 094 (± 814)</td>
<td>19 515 (± 1360)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3 Evaluation

SGXJail does not affect runtime performance of host applications or enclaves in isolation. That is, as long as no interaction between enclave and application takes place, they can run without performance loss. The only performance overhead occurs when doing ECALLs and OCALLs due to the message passing via shared memory and the necessary synchronization between application and sandbox process. To evaluate this effect, we first present microbenchmarks for bare metal ECALL and OCALL latency, which are followed by macrobenchmarks on more representative workloads.

**Test Setup.** All evaluations are done on a commodity notebook featuring an Intel i5-6200U CPU, a Samsung SM951 SSD and running Ubuntu 16.04 Desktop and SGX SDK version 2.4. For the benchmarks, we disabled the screen as well as network interfaces to reduce noise from screen redrawing or external interrupts. Also, we fixed the CPU frequency to its maximum (2.3 GHz) and pinned the benchmark to a single core. The benchmarks include a warm-up phase.

**Microbenchmarks.** To measure the ECALL latency, we implemented a simple ECALL and measured its execution time from within the host application. That is, the ECALL latency includes EENTER, EEEXIT, all glue code for the enclave and the host, as well as context switching and synchronization between application and sandbox for SGXJail. To measure the OCALL latency, we, in addition, perform one simple OCALL from within the ECALL and subtract the ECALL latency. We repeated the measurement 500 times. The resulting latencies are shown in Table 2. The raw ECALL latency increases from $15.6 \cdot 10^3$ cycles to $22.1 \cdot 10^3$ cycles while the OCALL latency increases from $13.4 \cdot 10^3$ cycles to $19.5 \cdot 10^3$ cycles. Hence, the absolute latency remains small. Since many practical usage scenarios of SGX involve somewhat complex computations inside the enclave, the actual runtime overhead is much lower than the pure ECALL/OCALL overhead.

**Macrobenchmarks.** Quantifying performance of enclaves is highly application specific. Unfortunately, enclaves are not widely deployed yet and standardized benchmarking suites are unavailable to the best of our knowledge. A common approach is to port existing programs to an enclave [61]. While this sounds appealing, it tends to introduce many unnecessary OCALLs to the standard library which well-designed enclaves would not perform, e.g., the getpid syscall in openVPN [61]. Instead, we quantify the performance of SGXJail as follows. First, we benchmark a synthetic workload under dif-
ferent OCALL frequencies. The results of this benchmark are generic and can be applied to any enclave for which the OCALL frequency can be determined. Second, we benchmark storage of sensitive enclave data to disk via the Intel protected filesystem (PFS). The PFS is integrated within the SGX SDK and is likely to be used by a vast number of enclaves.

For our first benchmark, we observe that an enclave typically issues OCALLs to perform syscalls, e.g., writing to files. Our benchmarked OCALL performs a close syscall on an invalid file descriptor. Such a fast syscall gives an upper bound on the performance overhead since longer syscalls decrease the influence of the OCALL overhead. We repeated each measurement 100 times. The OCALL-to-enclave ratio (w.r.t. their runtime) as well as the overhead of SGXJail compared to unprotected Vanilla applications is given in Figure 3, whereas the simple standard deviation is shown as the area under the curves. We execute a fixed baseline workload inside the enclave, which corresponds to 2201.44 (± 25.67) · 10⁶ cycles, or 0.96 (± 0.011) s on our 2.3 GHz CPU. As this workload runs within the enclave, we quantify it as enclave seconds, or Esec. While we keep the enclave workload constant, we issue OCALLs at different frequencies and measure the additional OCALL work. This is shown as ratio on the left axis of Figure 3 and allows us to decouple the overhead from the OCALL frequency, which we quantify as OCALLs/Esec.

One can see that the overhead of SGXJail is virtually non-existent for low-frequency OCALLs, meaning that pure enclave execution is not impeded by SGXJail at all. Even for 10 000 OCALLs/Esec the overhead is below 3% and for a large number of 50 000 OCALLs/Esec the overhead is only around 11%. To put these numbers into perspective, Netflix observed a maximum of 50 000 OCALLs/s across their systems [20]. For even higher OCALL frequencies the OCALL workload starts to exceed the enclave workload in the vanilla version already. With SGXJail, enclaves can issue up to 113 000 OCALLs/Esec before OCALL processing exceeds actual enclave computations (ratio=1). For unprotected apps this point is reached for 164 000 OCALLs/Esec. Such situations should be dealt with in practice by redesigning the enclave API and reducing or removing unnecessary OCALLs. Yet, SGXJail only introduces around 20% overhead even in this extreme case.

Our first benchmark measures the raw OCALL performance. However, this does not reflect the performance of copying OCALL arguments between enclave and application. To evaluate the maximum overhead of a real-world scenario, we benchmark an enclave which only accesses files via the Intel protected file system (PFS) library. PFS is shipped with the SGX SDK and is intended for sealing sensitive enclave data on the host file system for persisting state across reboots. To resemble a worst-case scenario of PFS, we implement and benchmark a single ECALL which opens a new file (sgx_fopen_auto_key), writes a fixed-size buffer (sgx_fwrite), and immediately closes the file again (sgx_fclose). We repeat the measurements 200 times. After each run, we delete the file and synchronize the file system to reliably capture the overhead of PFS. Figure 4 shows the PFS performance for different payload sizes up to 1MB. The runtime includes enclave as well as OCALL computation. The simple standard deviation is shown as area around the curves.

The maximum overhead for protecting PFS with SGXJail is roughly around 20%. There is almost constant runtime up to 2 kB payloads for SGXJail and the unprotected vanilla enclave with a sudden increase at 4 kB payloads. The reason is that the PFS library caches smaller chunks of data and defers actual file writing to closing the file with sgx_fclose with 8 OCALLs in total. When exceeding the internal buffer of 3072 bytes, the PFS library flushes data to the file system using 7 more OCALLs, resulting in the sudden increase of the absolute runtimes for SGXJail and the vanilla enclave.

For larger payloads (4 kB and more), the overall overhead does not increase but falls below 20%. This suggests that argument copying itself is not the bottleneck of PFS. We verified this by manually removing argument copying in the sandbox for the actual file write OCALL. Using 1 MB payloads, the overhead dropped by roughly 3%. Rather than argument copying, the runtime overhead of SGXJail is dominated by the OCALL overhead since the PFS implementation chops
larger payloads into a sequence of smaller OCALLs. In fact, for 1 MB payloads we observed 313 OCALLs in total.

We have shown that SGXJail does not impede pure enclave computation (0% overhead). For real-world workloads up to 10000 OCALLs/Esec, the overhead is below 3% (cf. Figure 3). Even for uncommonly high OCALL frequencies (100 000 OCALLs/Esec), the overhead of SGXJail is still below 20%, whereas plain writing of protected files with high OCALL interaction comes at only 20% overhead. To further improve performance, SGXJail could use HotCalls for faster enclave communication [61]. Alternatively, we propose a lightweight hardware extension (HSGXJail) which provides SGXJail isolation at virtually no overhead.

**Memory overhead.** SGXJail requires one additional process for the sandbox. As for site isolation in browsers [47], this incurs only a slight (constant) increase in used memory for the sandbox and the shared memory used for communication.

### 5.4 HSGXJail via Hardware Confinement

In this section, we propose a more efficient defense mechanism via a minimal change to the SGX specification with respect to Intel memory protection keys (MPK), i.e., disallowing one MPK instruction in SGX.

To prevent an enclave from accessing host application memory, we propose a stricter page access policy. To that end, HSGXJail introduces two extensions: first, data confinement and second, control confinement. First, memory regions that are not supposed to be used by the enclave shall be inaccessible to the enclave. Data confinement limits memory pages an enclave can read or write, thus breaking the arbitrary read and write primitives. Second, EEXIT shall be only allowed on well-defined exit points. Control confinement prevents the enclave from misusing EEXIT to jump to arbitrary host application code, thus breaking the arbitrary EEXIT primitive.

**Data Confinement with Intel Memory Protection Keys.**

The central issue of enclave malware is an asymmetry in the memory access policy, granting enclaves unrestricted access to host-application memory. Data confinement uses a recent protection mechanism called memory protection keys (MPK) [26] to partition virtual memory into enclave-accessible memory and protected application memory. If the enclave attempts to access protected application memory, the CPU raises a page fault. To prevent the enclave from reconfiguring MPK, HSGXJail disallows certain MPK instructions in enclave execution mode. Similar to SGXJail (cf. Section 5.1), we use this mechanism to confine enclave execution to a narrow ECALL/OCALL interface, as shown in Figure 5.

Memory protection keys work as follows: they augment page-based read, write and execute permissions with additional access policies. Each application page can be assigned one particular memory protection key. This protection key is stored directly in the corresponding page table entry (PTE). By assigning different protection keys to different pages, MPK allows to partition virtual memory pages into 16 disjoint protection domains. The PKRU CPU register controls which access policy is applied to those protection domains. For each of the 16 protection keys, PKRU allows to selectively disable write and read access for the current execution thread. The PKRU register can be updated via the unprivileged WRPKRU instruction, enabling frequent switching of protection domains within the application. Since each CPU thread maintains its own local PKRU register, MPK supports multithreading.

For HSGXJail, we partition the application into protection domains comprising all application pages and KE, covering enclave memory as well as argument pages, as shown in Figure 5. Immediately before entering an enclave, the application configures PKRU to confine memory accesses to the enclave only (WRPKRU KE). During enclave operation, the enclave can only access argument pages for ECALL/OCALL arguments. After leaving the enclave, the application re-enables full access to the application itself (KA) as well as the argument pages (KE) via WRPKRU KA KE.

To prevent the enclave from manipulating MPK by reconfiguring the PKRU register, HSGXJail demands a slight modification to the SGX specification. Whenever HSGXJail is active, the WRPKRU instruction is disallowed for the enclave and raises an invalid opcode exception instead. This change should be easily adaptable via a microcode update to the CPU.

HSGXJail poses no limit on the number of applications using third-party enclaves, however, the number of enclaves within a single application is restricted. Since MPK supports up to 16 different protection domains, HSGXJail can natively secure applications utilizing up to 15 distinct enclaves. Note that one protection domain is needed for the application itself. To support more enclaves per application, one can follow various approaches: First, in many cases enclaves provide simple functionality, e.g., ECalls without OCALLs, or OCALLs for issuing syscalls but not towards other enclaves. In these cases, enclaves are never called in an interleaved way and thus, are never concurrently active. Hence, the application can safely share the same argument pages and also the same pro-
tection key among those enclaves. This increases the number of supported enclaves by the degree of enclaves which are not interleaved with other enclaves. Second, memory protection keys can be dynamically updated and scheduled among different enclaves. While this supports an arbitrary large number of enclaves per application, it incurs additional performance penalty in updating protection keys in the PTEs.

**Control Confinement.** Whenever leaving enclave execution (via ECALLs and OCALLs), the enclave jumps into the host application via an **EEXIT** instruction. However, since the enclave can freely choose the jump target of **EEXIT**, a variety of code-reuse attacks become possible (cf. Section 4).

Data confinement already limits an enclave’s read and write access by means of MPK. While MPK protects data accesses, it does not prevent fetching code from other protection domains. This design choice is intentional to enable application code to update protection domains without accidentally removing access to its own code. Hence, data confinement does nothing to protect an application from rogue **EEXIT**s.

To break the arbitrary **EEXIT** primitive, HSGXJail restricts **EEXIT** to a single valid exit point. In particular, **EEXIT** can only target the instruction immediately following a so-called **CEENTER** instruction. This exit point is similar to the enclave entry points used to protect an enclave from malicious applications, both of which are shown as call gates (CG) in Figure 5.

Control confinement can be easily implemented via small changes to SGX. We propose to extend the semantics of **EENTER** via a novel confined **CEENTER** instruction. From the enclave’s perspective, **CEENTER** behaves exactly as **EENTER**. **EENTER** already stores the exit point (i.e., the address of the instruction immediately following **EENTER** in register **RCX**. However, SGX leaves it up to the enclave to store this exit point and later on pass it to **EEXIT**. In contrast, our **CEENTER** instruction additionally stores the exit point in a protected, thread-local CPU register called **OEXIT** which is inaccessible to the enclave. To make use of this exit point, we propose to adapt the semantics of the **OEXIT** instruction, as follows:

Instead of jumping to a target provided by the enclave via register **RBX**, our **OEXIT** ignores **RBX** and instead directly jumps to the address stored in the protected **OEXIT** register. Both, **CEENTER** and **OEXIT** can be implemented in CPU microcode.

**Compatibility.** To be fully compatible with existing enclave software, we activate HSGXJail only on demand. If the application issues a normal **EENTER** instruction, HSGXJail is inactive and SGX behaves as usual. When entering the enclave via our new confined **CEENTER** instruction, HSGXJail is active until **EEXIT**. Moreover, HSGXJail’s slim design is fully compatible with advanced SGX features such as multithreading, dynamic memory management and virtualization [26]. Availability of HSGXJail can be indicated via a model-specific register.

**Software Considerations.** HSGXJail protects applications from existing, unmodified third-party enclaves. HSGXJail can be integrated entirely within the SGX SDK [25], thus being fully transparent to existing application code. This allows to use HSGXJail by recompiling applications, without the need to rewrite any application code.

To use HSGXJail, the SDK needs the following slight adaptations. First, the SDK replaces **EENTER** with **CEENTER** in the untrusted urts library. The urts library already uses a single exit point, which is the address immediately following **EENTER**. The corresponding trusted trts library belonging to the enclave performs **EEXIT** only towards this single exit point. Since our modified **EEXIT** instruction enforces the same exit point, it does not change the behavior of benign enclaves. No changes to the trts library are required. Benign enclaves compiled under the original trts library work out of the box.

For data confinement, the SGX SDK needs to establish enclave-accessible argument pages reflecting the ECALL/OCALL interface and configure memory protection keys accordingly. By default, all application code runs with protection key zero. Thus, the SDK assigns protection keys starting with one to all enclave pages as well as the corresponding argument pages. Similar to the software-only variant, SGXJail, the SDK can do this once when loading a new enclave.

When doing an ECALL, the SDK additionally copies all input arguments from application memory to an enclave-accessible argument page. In the same way, the SGX copies back any output arguments from the argument page to application memory at the end of an ECALL. The same applies to OCALLs. While argument copying causes some overhead, it is deemed necessary to generically prevent TOCTOU attacks and guarantee the security of the application. For the same reason, the enclave copies untrusted application arguments to enclave memory before operating on it.

Before entering the enclave, the SDK saves all necessary CPU registers in application memory, clears sensitive content from the registers and configures the application’s stack pointer **RSP** to point to one of the argument pages. Configuring **RSP** in that way causes the enclave to read and write any OCALL arguments directly from/to the argument page, which is enclave-accessible, without additional copying overhead. After leaving the enclave, the SDK restores the application’s CPU registers, including the stack pointer.

**Performance Estimates.** The only functionally necessary change for HSGXJail is disallowing the WRPKRU instruction on **CEENTER**, which can be easily implemented in the CPU. The microcode changes we propose to **CEENTER** and **EEXIT** for control confinement are minimal and only comprise register operations rather than memory accesses, resulting in negligible performance overhead. Second, data confinement via MPK requires no change and shows the same performance as for MPK without HSGXJail. Hence, it is reasonable to expect a negligible overhead of HSGXJail in every aspect, far lower than the overhead of the software-based SGXJail variant.
6 Related Work

Defense by Detection. Researchers proposed to detect enclave malware by monitoring their I/O behavior [13, 16]. However, this is believed to be infeasible in practice [38]. Others proposed analyzing enclave code before actually running it [13], which is not feasible for generic loaders. Generic loaders can remotely fetch arbitrary malicious code at runtime. Refusing such generic loaders would annihilate all use cases for protecting intellectual property. Instead, Costan et al. [13] proposed to force generic loader enclaves to embed malware analysis code within the enclave. However, it is unclear how effective this technique is in detecting malicious code. It also raises the question who decides which analysis code to embed and to ensure the analysis code does not leak enclave secrets. Also, analysis code cannot be easily updated, and enclaves without analysis code cannot be executed without risk.

Defense by Prevention. While applying control-flow integrity (CFI) to the host application sounds appealing, it does not close all attack vectors outlined in Section 4. Although hardware-assisted CFI can prevent some control-flow attacks [27], they are not yet available and might miss rogue EEXIT attacks. Software CFI schemes like [31, 39] cannot simply be bypassed by leaking secrets and corrupting CFI metadata via the arbitrary read and write primitives. Moreover, no CFI scheme can prevent data-only attacks. Readactor [15], Heisenbyte [57], and NEAR [62] severely limit the arbitrary read primitive necessary for many attacks by forcing page faults when trying to access sensitive code. However, they have significantly larger overhead than SGXJail, and blind ROP attacks might still be possible [4]. Ryoan [23] executes malicious enclaves inside a software sandbox using software fault isolation (SFI). However, Ryoan demands re-compilation of the enclave with SFI, which cannot be applied in our setting. Also, Ryoan severely restricts the enclave life cycle to a single stateless invocation, which is incompatible to generic third-party enclaves.

7 Discussion

Since the very first blog post in 2013 [48], the enclave malware threat has been discussed at a high level but was mostly disregarded by the research community. With recent attacks showing powerful and practical enclave malware, research on proper defense mechanisms becomes pressing.

In this work, we identified three enclave primitives, namely arbitrary memory reads, writes and EEXITs, which lie at the heart of the enclave malware threat by exposing an application to a variety of runtime attacks originating from misbehaving enclaves. Although these primitives help support different SGX programming models, they not only give rise to enclave malware but are unnecessary in practice, as enclaves ought to strictly comply with the defined ECALL/OCALL interface. In particular, the enclave runtime services offered by the SGX SDK demand precise EDL specification of the data exchanged, and bypassing this specification is considered bad practice. Moreover, the SDK uses only a single enclave exit point, from which all ECALLs and OCALLs are dispatched. Based on these observations, we proposed (H)SGXJail to confine enclave primitives to the narrow interface specified by the EDL. This applies the principle of least privileges [49] also to enclaves and closes a entire class of runtime attacks, including information disclosure, control-flow attacks, as well as data-only attacks. Even more, by automatically copying ECALL/OCALL arguments from and to application memory, (H)SGXJail prevents double-fetch bugs [58] by design.

Furthermore, SGXJail paves the way for reasoning about application security based on application code only (i.e., without trusting any enclave code), and the ECALL/OCALL interface in particular. While SGXJail defeats a entire class of runtime attacks, it cannot solve the problem of too permissive host interfaces, e.g., a syscall proxy [38] which allows executing arbitrary syscalls. Further research on designing and validating ECALL/OCALL interfaces is needed to avoid API-level attacks via too permissive OCALLs or confused deputy [22] and Iago attacks [11]. In general, one has to consider enclave-to-host communication not as asymmetric (cf. the kernel’s syscall interface) but as part of a mutually distrusted API where both communication parties distrust each other. Mutual distrust is an integral part of designing secure web APIs. Since enclave malware raises similar threats as web applications, we also see some overlap in defense strategies [43]. In special, input validation or sanitization [43, Section V5] can help prevent Iago-style attacks while verification of the logical execution flow [43, Section V11] can prevent confused deputy attacks.

Closure Side Channels. Several side-channel attacks mounted against benign SGX enclaves have been shown [7, 19, 34, 41, 59, 63]. Moreover, malicious enclaves themselves can mount side-channel attacks [21, 53, 54]. Although not the primary focus of this work, SGXJail prevents a variety of side-channel attacks that rely on accessing host application memory, e.g., Flush+Reload on shared host libraries used by the host application from within enclaves, Prime+Probe using host application arrays [54], Rowhammer attacks from within enclaves [21] as well as TSX-based address probing [53].

8 Conclusion

While designed to increase the security of a computing system, secure enclave technology such as Intel SGX might also be misused for shielding malware inside enclaves. However, research on potential enclave malware is still in its beginnings, and practical defense mechanisms are virtually non-existent.

In this work, we identified the root cause of enclave malware as an insufficient enclave-to-host isolation and proposed (H)SGXJail as a generic defense against a wide range of enclave malware threats. (H)SGXJail enforces mutual isolation
between host applications and enclaves, thus protecting applications from potentially misbehaving or malicious third-party enclaves. SGXJail is an efficient and transparent software defense, running third-party enclaves in an isolated sandbox. Our proof-of-concept implementation shows zero overhead for pure enclave computation and less than 3% for realistic workloads. SGXJail is tightly integrated within the SGX SDK and can be used out of the box. Furthermore, we propose SGXJail directly in hardware. Our HSGXJail mechanism provides enclave confinement by means of Intel MPK with slim extensions to the SGX specification at virtually no cost. We believe HSGXJail should be immediately rolled out via a microcode update to SGX-enabled CPUs to proactively enable our SGX malware defense. However, support for MPK is still rare. Although some server CPUs support MPK [64], it is unclear when x86-based desktop CPUs catch up.

Apart from defending against enclave malware, (H)SGXJail opens up new use cases for Intel SGX and similar isolation technologies. For example, we envision that (H)SGXJail can be used as lightweight and secure sandboxing mechanism for browser site isolation or plugin management, where third-party code has proven to be both, potentially malicious and potentially security critical.
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